2299 BRITUS Isaac Newton Formula X racing spaceship
Rear thruster
Model: Britus RR-16x
Providing the majority of the forward thrust, the Britus rear turbine RR-16x is
another of the components that show the advantage of the Britus setup, where the
entire spaceship is built in-house rather than components being sourced from a
third-party manufacturer. Turbine failure is still a very common problem for Formula
X racers, resulting in a non-finish, so by manufacturing it themselves, Britus are
able to make it match their engine perfectly, thereby minimising this possibility.

Engine
Model: Britus FX-4 race
Maximum power: 17,050 Thz
Base power: 14,700 Thz
Not the most powerful engine in Formula
X, but the Britus FX-4 race powerplant is
one of the finest. With power coming
from an extremely efficient solar power
system, the engine is extremely well
refined which Britus hope will be good
enough for Shas’olum to defend his
Formula X Galactic Championship title.
Pivot Unit
Model: Britus BR-PV12
The pivot units join the outboard turbine/thruster
units to the main body to allow the ship to undertake
basic manoeuvres. These components are held under
enormous strain due to the weight of the turbine
units so are engineered to withstand immense forces
and are by far the most costly items per meter to
manufacture of the whole ship.

Outboard turbine/thruster unit
Model: Britus BR-THe 3C
The outboard units on a Formula X racer are a critical part of the
ship. They provide the steering and braking, along with forward
thrust. Getting the setup right on this component is vital to the
ultimate race performance. The Britus BR-THe 3C has instant
response and offers the pilot highly adjustable setup, to the point
that it is reckoned to be close to the theoretical limit in
performance for the engine power output.

Integrated cockpit/escape pod
Positioned extremely forward of the spaceship,
the cockpit is placed in the optimum position
for the pilot to control the ship. In the event
of a catastrophic failure that could be fatal for
the pilot, the cockpit doubles as an escape pod,
detaching from the main body with immense
force. The pod has a small engine that allows
the pilot to land safely.

Heatshield
A vital requirement for
any spaceship entering
Earth’s atmosphere. A
modern Formula X race
ship has a thinner
heatshield than one
fitted to a public ship so that it is lighter, and
as a result is usually replaced after two or three
races. The image above shows the heatshield
fitted to the underneath of the main body, rear
thruster and cockpit. The side turbines and pivot
units do not need one fitted as the main
heatshield is designed to deflect the effects of
the atmosphere entry away from these critical
components.
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